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Logging: "Bah! ReadAnnotatedAssembly couldn't find the file ../../docs/DSP/DSP_UC_AXWii.txt" with
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Description
Game Name?
Likely all (tested with Super Smash Bros. Brawl, Super Smash Bros. Melee, and Wii Music)
What's the problem? Describe what went wrong.
"Bah! ReadAnnotatedAssembly couldn't find the file ../../docs/DSP/DSP_UC_AXWii.txt" appears during game startup.
What steps will reproduce the problem?
1. Play any game
Is the issue present in the latest development version? For future reference, please also write down the version number of
the latest development version.
5.0-6392
Is the issue present in the latest stable version?
No, but the warning may not have existed then.
What are your PC specifications? (CPU, GPU, Operating System, more)
Win 10 Pro x64
Intel Core i7-4702MQ CPU @2.20GHz
GeForce GT 750M
2x 8GB Hynix 1600MHz
GeForce Game Ready Driver 391.01
Is there anything else that can help developers narrow down the issue? (e.g. logs, screenshots,
configuration files, savefiles, savestates)
Originally reported in #10865 but was a separate issue.
History
#1 - 02/27/2018 10:51 PM - leoetlino
- Status changed from New to Working as intended

It just means you don't have a specific file that may be useful for debugging DSP stuff.
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In general, unless something doesn't work, there is little reason to look at logs as many of the messages are not intended for end users, but for
developers.

#2 - 02/27/2018 11:22 PM - ryanebola16
Is there any downside to including the "docs" folder in the master branch? I found it in this fork [REMOVED -JosJuice]. Otherwise the warning should
be removed as the doc is not included in the master branch.

#3 - 02/28/2018 06:24 AM - JosJuice
- Status changed from Working as intended to New

Yes, copyright reasons.
I think we should just remove the warning. Even if we would've had the docs folder in the repo, it wouldn't be accessible to normal end-users who
haven't downloaded the whole repo.

#4 - 02/28/2018 06:26 AM - ryanebola16
Good point about potential copyright problems. I agree with removing the warning now.

#5 - 03/01/2018 09:31 AM - ryanebola16
Fyi, I tried placing the docs folder from [REMOVED -JosJuice] in my Dolphin Emulator folder but Dolphin still couldn't detect DSP_UC_AXWii.txt with
DSPLLE. Am I placing it in the correct location? I'm trying to figure out if something other than the error message is botched.

#6 - 03/02/2018 05:39 AM - ryanebola16
Proposed https://github.com/dolphin-emu/dolphin/pull/6416
Alternatively, if we can get DSP_UC_AXWii.txt in the proper location, I can change the ERROR_LOG to INFO_LOG.

#7 - 03/03/2018 06:42 AM - ryanebola16
Fixed in https://dolphin-emu.org/download/dev/96e4e01564a635f82ee4627d9f0192027ba1ce8c/

#8 - 03/03/2018 07:28 AM - JosJuice
- Fixed in set to 5.0-6408
- Status changed from New to Fixed
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